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1 of 3 people found the following review helpful. Good BookBy XOI read this in
a few days. It took a long tome to reach me since it shipped from the UK. In my
opinion it is very plausible....I am an US Army vet and have served both in
Afghanistan and Iraq....I wasn't aware of anything like this going on there but it
would not surprise me to learn the Brits were doing this in Northern Ireland
back in the day....plus it was compartmentalized so not everyone knew the whole
deal...these guys who were the actual shooters probably knew the most....hence
the reason why they were a such a small group....killing people in combat is one
thing, assassinations are another....this man obviously was not a sociopath so it
got to him in a big bad way....this guy is brave...nobody who was part of
something like this would want to tell anyone about it especially because you
could get in big trouble....unless of course the government doesn't want to
acknowledge it so it appears he is off the legal hook.....fighting the demons is
another....the comments by Captain Holroyd are also compelling where he says
he spoke to guys involved in this system who confirmed it was true....15 of 15
people found the following review helpful. Vehicle MechanicBy
Jim[...]QUOTE: "THE NEMESIS FILE: A TRUE STORY OF AN EXECUTION
SQUADThe Royal Ulster Constabulary has for some time been making
enquiries into alleged serious criminal offences, primarily as a result of
allegations made in the book "The Nemisis File: the true story of an Execution
Squad" which is published by Blake Publishing.As part of our continuing
enquiries, and having regard to the seriousness of the allegations made in the
book, the book's author was arrested by RUC officers under the Prevention of
Terrorism Act and was interviewed at Castlereagh Police Station,
Belfast.Enquiries into the matter have now been completed and we are satisfied
that the allegations contained in the book are not true in fact or substance and
this includes an assertion that the author was at some time a member of the
Special Air Services Regiment. The RUC is satisfied that the author has not
been concerned, either directly or indirectly, in the commission of any serious
criminal offence whilst serving in the Province during the period February _
June 1972 when he served as a vehicle mechanic with the Royal Electrical and
Mechanical Engineers. The RUC considers the book "The Nemesis File: the
true story of an Execution Squad" as a work of fiction and accordingly the
investigation is now closed". UNQUOTE2 of 2 people found the following
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